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Arrangements
made online or by

phone.

Step 1
Collection of your
loved one at their
place of passing.

Step 2
Management of

death registration
& certificates.

Step 3
Honour your

carbon-positive
farewell wish.

Step 5

Guiding you through the process of cremation planning with compassion. At Earth Direct
Cremation, we understand the importance of this moment and strive to make it as smooth
as possible with a simple process, professional advice and sustainable offerings. Our
services are tailored to support those dealing with the immediate aftermath of a loved
one's passing, offering no-nonsense guidance and unparalleled support.

Transparent pricing ensures you know exactly what to expect
Environmental and sustainable farewell
Expertise, making the entire process seamless

We return your
loved one's 

ashes to you.

Step 4

Supporting you to make informed decisions

Discover the step-by-step journey with Earth Direct Cremation, from your initial inquiry to the
return of ashes. Our commitment to a carbon-positive impact is integral to every farewell.

Navigating the journey together

In a world of industrialised and overpriced funerals, Earth Direct Cremation sets itself apart.
We skip unnecessary extras, focusing on eco-friendly cremations that leave the world in a

better place. With fixed, transparent prices, our service is genuine, affordable, and
environmentally conscious.

No-hidden-cost cremation-only service
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Cremation services 
Where respect meets practicality



At $2,495 including GST our service includes everything
necessary to organise a no-service cremation in Adelaide,
Melbourne and South East Queensland including;

$2,495 inc GST
Farewell Package

Transfer of the deceased

Transporter eco-casket (93% recycled cardboard)

Mortuary accommodation and care

Registration of the death and an official copy of the
Death Certificate

Cost of the cremation and necessary documentation

Return of the cremated remains (ashes) via Courier
Services

Carbon positive offset using Federal Government
approved Australian Carbon Credit Units (ACCUs). For
every tonne of carbon generated in providing our
services, we offset two tonnes and via partnerships with
restoration and sustainability programs.

If you are in need of financial assistance, please contact us.

Our transparent approach to pricing means you only pay for what
you need. We offer Direct Transfer and Credit Card payment

options to make it as easy as possible for you to finalise
arrangements.

Transparent Pricing

At Earth Direct Cremation, we understand the importance of this moment
and strive to make it as smooth as possible with a simple process, expert

guidance and a sustainable offering. 

Planning a Cremation
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Frequently Asked
Questions
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Simply contact us by phone, email or website enquiry form and one of our supportive staff
will guide you through the necessary steps to plan a farewell.

How do I make arrangements?

We collect your loved one at their place of passing, ensuring dignified and secure
transportation, with utmost care throughout the process.

What is the process for transportation and care of the deceased?

Our transparent pricing includes all necessary services. You can view our pricing details on
our website, and our team is available to assist you to understand the costs and payment
options.

Can I get a breakdown of the costs and payment process?

Once the cremation process is complete, we carefully return your loved one's ashes to you,
ensuring a respectful and timely delivery.

How are the ashes returned to me?

Every cremation uses fossil fuels and generates atmospheric carbon emissions. Fees
charged by traditional service providers do not compensate for the environmental cost.
At Earth Direct Cremation we invest at least 10 times the carbon footprint of the service
provided into bio-diverse plantings of native flora and related environmental restoration
programs. It’s this final step that sets our services apart.

What is the carbon impact of the cremation process?

Read our top questions below or 
visit our website FAQ page for more



We’re here to help 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Need assistance? Simply call 1300 22 44 17.
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Please consider the environment before printing this brochure.


